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DISCLAIMER
No responsibility whatsoever is implied or accepted by the City of Vincent (City) for any act, omission,
statement or intimation occurring during Council Briefings or Council Meetings. The City disclaims any liability
for any loss however caused arising out of reliance by any person or legal entity on any such act, omission,
statement or intimation occurring during Council Briefings or Council Meetings. Any person or legal entity who
acts or fails to act in reliance upon any statement, act or omission made in a Council Briefing or Council
Meeting does so at their own risk.
In particular and without derogating in any way from the broad disclaimer above, in any discussion regarding
any planning or development application or application for a licence, any statement or intimation of approval
made by an Elected Member or Employee of the City during the course of any meeting is not intended to be
and is not to be taken as notice of approval from the City. The City advises that anyone who has any application
lodged with the City must obtain and should only rely on WRITTEN CONFIRMATION of the outcome of the
application, and any conditions attaching to the decision made by the Council in respect of the application.
Copyright
Any plans or documents contained within this Agenda may be subject to copyright law provisions (Copyright
Act 1968, as amended) and that the express permission of the copyright owner(s) should be sought prior to
their reproduction. It should be noted that Copyright owners are entitled to take legal action against any
persons who infringe their copyright. A reproduction of material that is protected by copyright may represent
a copyright infringement.
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PROCEDURE FOR PUBLIC QUESTION TIME
The Local Government Act 1995, Local Government (Administration) Regulations 1996 and the City of Vincent
Meeting Procedures Local Law 2008 set out the requirements for persons to make statements or ask questions
at Ordinary and Special Council Meetings and Committee Meetings and the process to be followed.
Questions or statements made at an Ordinary Council Meeting can relate to matters that affect the
City. Questions or statements made at a Council Briefing, Special Meeting of the Council or a Committee
Meeting must only relate to the purpose for which the meeting has been called. Public Questions will be strictly
limited to three (3) minutes per person.
The City’s Council Briefings, Ordinary Council Meetings, Special Council Meetings and COVID-19 Relief and
Recovery Committee Meetings are currently held electronically (as eMeetings), access is available via the
City’s website - http://webcast.vincent.wa.gov.au/, and in person in the Council Chamber.
The following conditions apply to public questions and statements:
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

Questions and statements can be made in person or by emailing governance@vincent.wa.gov.au with
the questions/ statements prior to 3pm on the day of a Council Briefing or Meeting or prior to 10am on
the day of a Committee Meeting. Questions / statements emailed will be read out by the CEO or his
delegate during public question time.
Shortly after the commencement of the meeting, the Presiding Member will ask members of the public
to come forward to address the Council and to give their name and the suburb in which they reside or,
where a member of the public is representing the interests of a business, the suburb in which that
business is located and Agenda Item number (if known).
Questions/statements are to be made politely in good faith and are not to be framed in such a way as
to reflect adversely or be defamatory on an Elected Member or City Employee.
Where practicable, responses to questions will be provided at the meeting. Where the information is
not available or the question cannot be answered, it will be “taken on notice” and a written response will
be sent by the Chief Executive Officer to the person asking the question. A copy of the reply will be
included in the Agenda of the next Ordinary meeting of the Council.
It is not intended that public speaking time should be used as a means to obtain information that would
not be made available if it was sought from the City’s records under Section 5.94 of the Local
Government Act 1995 or the Freedom of Information Act 1992 (FOI Act). The CEO will advise the
member of the public that the information may be sought in accordance with the FOI Act.

RECORDING AND WEBSTREAMING OF COUNCIL MEETINGS







All Council proceedings are recorded and livestreamed in accordance with the Council Proceedings
– Recording and Web Streaming Policy.
All recordings are retained as part of the City's records in accordance with the State Records Act
2000.
All livestreams can be accessed at www.vincent.wa.gov.au/councilmeetings/livestream
All live stream recordings can be accessed on demand at http://webcast.vincent.wa.gov.au/
Images of the public gallery are not included in the webcast, however the voices of people in
attendance may be captured and streamed.
If you have any issues or concerns with the live streaming of meetings, please contact the City’s
Governance Team on 08 9273 6500.
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INTRODUCTION AND WELCOME
“The City of Vincent would like to acknowledge the Traditional Owners of the land, the Whadjuk
people of the Noongar nation and pay our respects to Elders past, present and emerging”.

2

APOLOGIES / MEMBERS ON LEAVE OF ABSENCE

3

(A) PUBLIC QUESTION TIME AND RECEIVING OF PUBLIC STATEMENTS
(B) RESPONSE TO PREVIOUS PUBLIC QUESTIONS TAKEN ON NOTICE
Nil

4

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST

5

APPLICATIONS FOR LEAVE OF ABSENCE
At the Ordinary Council Meeting held on 11 February 2020 Council approved Cr Gontaszewski’s
request for leave of absence from 29 June 2020 to 4 September 2020 inclusive. Cr Gontaszewski
has requested that this leave of absence be cancelled.

6

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES
COVID-19 Relief and Recovery Committee - 23 June 2020
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BUSINESS ARISING

7.1

COVID-19 WEEKLY UPDATE

Attachments:

1.
2.

30 JUNE 2020

COVID-19 Relief & Recovery Implementation Plan ⇩
Communication Plan Update ⇩

RECOMMENDATION
That the COVID-19 Relief and Recovery Committee NOTES the update on the City’s actions relating
to the COVID-19 pandemic.

PURPOSE OF REPORT:
This report provides an update on the actions to manage the COVID-19 pandemic in the City.
BACKGROUND:
The City has adopted a coordinated strategic approach to managing the COVID-19 pandemic. This was
enacted at a Special Council Meeting on 30 March 2020, through the establishment of the COVID-19 Relief
and Recovery Committee (the Committee) and endorsement of the COVID-19 Relief and Recovery Strategy
(the Strategy). The Strategy is supported by an Implementation Plan which is a ‘living document’; updated
twice weekly.
The COVID-19 Weekly Update Report is a standing item on the Committee agenda which includes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Status updates on the Implementation Plan – see Attachment 1;
Updates on announcements and directives by State and Federal Governments;
Information on the methodology used by the City to manage the COVID-19 pandemic;
Responses to matters raised by the Committee; and
Smaller updates on action items, which would not warrant the drafting of a separate report to the
Committee.

DETAILS:
COVID-19 Announcements
Phase 4 of the WA COVID Safety Roadmap was released on 22 June 2020. This Phase is in effect from
27 June 2020, with the following applying:







Gathering limits have been removed, except for major venues;
The 2 square metre density rule remains in place;
Food and drink can be served to standing patrons, and unseated performance can occur;
Patron registers are no longer required while COVID Safety Plans are still to be in place;
Gyms can operate unstaffed; and
Major events can occur.

Phases 5 and 6 will occur in July and August and it is expected the 2 square metre density rule will be
removed on 18 July 2020.
This announcement is encouraging considering it was initially communicated that the restrictions would be in
place for six months. It is recognised the City of Vincent participated in the state-wide response which has
led WA to be in such good stead comparably.
The implications of this phase are as follows:


Beatty Park Leisure Centre is able to operate at almost the same level of capacity prior to COVID-19.
The Gym is now open, and the crèche and Swim School will be returning to normal operations on
6 July 2020. Opening hours will be further expanded from 6 July 2020 as staff and customer numbers

Item 7.1
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increase. The spa and sauna would open in Phase 5 when the 2 square metre density rule no longer
applies.


The Library and Local History Centre will commence opening on Saturdays from 4 July 2020 from
9:00am to 2:00pm. It is planned for Storytime and baby rhyme time to return after school holidays.



The Community Centre is running some school holiday craft activities, and the range of seniors
activities will be broadened to include board games and mah-jong.



Restaurants and cafes would be able to operate at almost the same level of business as pre-COVID,
with patron registers no longer being required. Bars, clubs and licensed premises with a focus on
standing service of alcohol can open. The City issues maximum accommodation number for licensed
premises based on a density of 1 person per 0.85 square metres. This means these businesses can
only operate at a capacity of 42.5 percent until 18 July 2020.



A future approach to events is being considered based on budget forecasts, place rebound and
opportunities arising from the Arts Relief Fund.

Implementation Plan
The Implementation Plan contains a consolidated approach by all Business Units to consider Our Health and
Wellbeing, Our Community and Our Organisation. This Plan contains three new actions relating to Phase 3
of the Roadmap to a COVIDSafe Vincent.
The following table provides an overview of changes to the ‘Key Actions’ section of the Implementation Plan:

Our Health and Wellbeing
Our Community
Our Organisation

Total
Actions
12
44
13

New
Actions
0
0
0

Amended
Actions
0
0
0

Completed
Actions
11
34
11

Communications Plan
A weekly update on communications actions is included as Attachment 2, following the decision of the
COVID-19 Relief and Recovery Committee on 5 May 2020.
CONSULTATION/ADVERTISING:
Nil.
LEGAL/POLICY:
Nil.
RISK MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS:
COVID-19 is considered a high risk to the City and community.
STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS:
This is in keeping with the City’s Strategic Community Plan 2018-2028:
Innovative and Accountable
Our community is aware of what we are doing and how we are meeting our goals.

Item 7.1
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COVID-19 RELIEF AND RECOVERY STRATEGY ALIGNMENT:

SUSTAINABILITY IMPLICATIONS:
Nil.
FINANCIAL/BUDGET IMPLICATIONS:
The financial and budget implications of COVID-19 has been covered in separate reports to the Committee.

Item 7.1
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FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CITY TENANTS - BELGRAVIA LEISURE
GROUP PTY LTD

Attachments:

1.
2.

Assessment of Belgravia's Application - Confidential
Summary of Financial Assistance for Belgravia

RECOMMENDATION
That the COVID-19 Relief and Recovery Committee:
1.

2.

3.

In accordance with section 6.12 of the Local Government Act 1995, APPROVES the following
financial assistance to Belgravia Leisure Group Pty Ltd (Belgravia) which is proportionate to
Belgravia’s reduction in turnover calculated by the Chief Executive Officer as 54 percent, as
follows:
1.1

waiver of Belgravia’s obligation to pay 27 percent of rent, variable outgoings, sinking
fund contributions and loan repayments becoming due and payable between
1 April 2020 and 31 July 2020; and

1.2

deferral of Belgravia’s obligation to pay 27 percent of rent, variable outgoings, sinking
fund contributions and loan repayments becoming due and payable between
1 April 2020 and 31 July 2020;

APPROVES the Chief Executive Officer entering into a payment arrangement with Belgravia
for the payment of the deferred portion of Belgravia’s lease obligations as specified in
Recommendation 1.2 above, whereby:
2.1

repayment period will be a minimum of 24 months or an alternative period as agreed
by the Chief Executive Officer and Belgravia;

2.2

repayment period will not commence prior to 1 October 2020 or such later date as
agreed by the Chief Executive Officer and Belgravia; and

2.3

repayment instalments will be made by equal monthly instalments of the deferred
amount over the duration of the repayment period; and

RECOMMENDS to Council a one year extension of the lease and contract between the City
and Belgravia, commencing on 1 January 2022, to facilitate the payment arrangement
specified in Recommendation 2 above.

PURPOSE OF REPORT:
To consider the Belgravia Leisure Group Pty Ltd’s (ACN 005 087 463) (Belgravia) application for financial
assistance due to the adverse effect of the COVID-19 pandemic on Belgravia’s operations.
BACKGROUND:
At its 21 April 2020 meeting the COVID-19 Relief and Recovery Committee (Committee) approved a
minimum level of financial assistance being provided by the City to its tenants. The assistance provided
depends on which category of the draft Property Management Framework (Framework) the tenant falls into.
Belgravia is a category 3 tenant.
The approach for category 3 tenants, which are commercial entities, State and National clubs and
community organisations and Associations, is as follows:


must apply for financial assistance, including rent waivers, rent deferrals and deferrals/waivers of other
lease charges;

Item 7.2
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applications will be considered on a case-by-case basis taking into account each tenant’s downturn in
trade/revenue (minimum 50% downturn required), financial statements, third party grants/assistance
etc.; and



any rent deferrals and outstanding debts will be subject to a repayment plan over a minimum term of
24 months.

The proposed approach for category 3 tenants aligns with the National Cabinet’s ‘Mandatory Code of
Conduct – Small to Medium (SME) Commercial Leasing Principles during COVID-19’ and the State
Commercial Tenancies (COVID-19 Response) Act 2020 (Act), which came into effect in April. The Act
requires the adoption of a code of conduct to be affected by regulations. The Commercial Tenancies
(COVID-19 Response) Regulations 2020 (WA) (Code) was enacted on 29 May 2020.
As restrictions around social gatherings are eased, some tenants have been able to re-commence
trading/functioning in a limited capacity. In light of this, Administration recommends financial assistance, on
the basis of the information provided to date, be granted to Belgravia for the period 1 April 2020 to
31 July 2020 as set out below. Administration proposes to reassess Belgravia’s financial position in July to
August 2020 to determine whether an extension of the period of financial assistance is required and a further
report will be put to the Committee or Council.
DETAILS:
A summary of Belgravia’s application is at Confidential Attachment 1.
Belgravia provided financial statements to detail its downturn in revenue, these statements indicate that
Belgravia has experienced an approximate 54 percent reduction in turnover.
Based on Administration’s calculations of Belgravia’s reduction in income since 1 March 2020, Administration
recommends the financial relief (figures are GST inclusive) by way of waivers and deferrals be granted to
Belgravia as detailed in Attachment 2.
The City’s proposed waiver of $52,209.36 (set out in Attachment 2) is for the rent, outgoings, sinking fund
and loan repayments payable by Belgravia for the period 1 April 2020 to 31 July 2020.
The deferred amount of $52,209.36 will remain payable by Belgravia following 30 September 2020 and
Belgravia will enter into a payment arrangement with the City to repay its deferred amount over an agreed
repayment period.
Belgravia’s current lease and contract expire on 31 December 2021. It is recommended that the lease and
contract be extended for 12 months, on the same terms, to enable the deferred amounts to be paid over a
period of 24 months.
CONSULTATION/ADVERTISING:
Nil.
LEGAL/POLICY:





National Cabinet Mandatory Code of Conduct: SME Commercial Leasing Principles During COVID-19;
Commercial Tenancies (COVID-19 Response) Act 2020 (WA);
Commercial Tenancies (COVID-19 Response) Regulations 2020 (WA); and
Local Government Act 1995 (WA) – Section 6.12.

RISK MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS:
Low: There is a low risk in the Committee granting the lease payment relief and deferral, as it aligns with the
Act, National Code of Conduct and the Code.
STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS:
This is in keeping with the City’s Strategic Community Plan 2018-2028:
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Thriving Places
We are recognised as a City that supports local and small business.
Innovative and Accountable
Our resources and assets are planned and managed in an efficient and sustainable manner.
COVID-19 RELIEF AND RECOVERY STRATEGY ALIGNMENT:

SUSTAINABILITY IMPLICATIONS:
Nil.
FINANCIAL/BUDGET IMPLICATIONS:
The proposed financial assistance would result in the:
(a)

City experiencing a loss of lease income of approximately $52,209.36 between 1 April 2020 and
31 July 2020; and

(b)

payment of approximately $52,209.36 being deferred and repaid over a minimum period of 24 months
from 1 October 2020, or a later date as determined by the Chief Executive Officer.

Item 7.2
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LEEDERVILLE GARDENS INC. TRUST - COVID-19 RELIEF FUND RECOMMENDATIONS DERBARL YERRIGAN HEALTH SERVICE ABORIGINAL CORPORATION

Attachments:

1.
2.
3.

Derbarl Yerrigan Health Service Inc. Submission - Confidential
Evaluation of Derbarl Yerrigan Health Service's Proposal - Confidential
Summary of allocation to date of Leederville Gardens' Trust Funds ⇩

RECOMMENDATION
That the COVID-19 Relief and Recovery Committee:
1.

RECEIVES the submission from Derbarl Yerrigan Health Service Aboriginal Corporation
(Derbarl Yerrigan), at Confidential Attachment 1, in response to the Leederville Gardens Inc.
trust funds Expression of Interest for the provision of urgent relief to people in the City of
Vincent in need as a direct or indirect consequence of the conditions imposed by COVID-19;

2.

As trustee of the Leederville Gardens Inc. trust funds APPROVES the allocation of $68,559
from the Leederville Gardens Inc. trust to Derbarl Yerrigan;

3.

NOTES that the Executive Director, Community & Business Services will enter into a funding
agreement with Derbarl Yerrigan in respect to the acquittal of these funds, which includes
negotiating the time frames, deliverables and reporting requirements, and will provide an
update to the COVID-19 Relief and Recovery Committee on the service uptake and
expenditure of funds three months after the service commencement;

4.

NOTES that:
4.1

$153,165 of the $1 million approved by Council (which includes the allocation of
funding in Recommendation 2. above) for urgent relief for people in need as a direct or
indirect consequence of the conditions imposed by COVID-19, is yet to be allocated, as
set out at Attachment 3; and

4.2

the Chief Executive Officer will present any further expressions of interest received in
respect to the allocation of the funds in 4.1 above to the COVID-19 Relief and Recovery
Committee.

PURPOSE OF REPORT:
To consider the allocation of Leederville Gardens Inc. trust funds to Derbarl Yerrigan Health Service
Aboriginal Corporation (Derbarl Yerrigan).
BACKGROUND:
At the Special Council Meeting 30 March 2020, Council resolved in part as follows:
“1.

As trustee for the Leederville Gardens trust funds ENDORSES the allocation of up to $1 million from
those funds for the provision of urgent relief of people in need as a direct or indirect consequence of
the conditions imposed by COVID-19.”

The COVID-19 Relief and Recovery Committee have reviewed 19 applications to date, approving the
allocation of funds to 6 organisations as summarised at Attachment 3.
At the COVID-19 Relief and Recovery Committee Meeting held on the 9 June 2020 (Item 7.3), the
Committee resolved in part as follows:
“4.

NOTES that:
4.1

Item 7.3
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consequence of the conditions imposed by COVID-19, is yet to be allocated, as set out at
Attachment 3;
4.2

the Chief Executive Officer will present any further expressions of interest received in respect to
the allocation of the funds in 4.1 above to the COVID-19 Relief and Recovery Committee;

In accordance with Resolution 4, Administration undertook to consider additional submissions which were
presented after the original Expression of Interest deadline. One additional submission, from Derbarl
Yerrigan, has been received after the deadline and has not previously been reviewed by the COVID-19
Relief and Recovery Committee (Confidential Attachment 1).
In addition, at the first Reconciliation Working Group meeting 25 May 2020, the Director of Community &
Business advised that the Leederville Gardens Inc. trust funds Relief Fund were available and encouraged
groups with connection to the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander community to apply. Furthermore, the
group was advised that Administration would consider out of cycle requests if it met the needs within our
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander community as these groups are more likely to be adversely impacted by
COVID-19 than other members of the community.
DETAILS:
It is recommended that funds are allocated to Derbarl Yerrigan as requested, as they have established
relationships with, and provide an essential service for, Aboriginal people within the City. Aboriginal people
are at a higher risk from the impacts of COVID-19 as well as generally experiencing poorer health outcomes
than the general population. These funds would provide Derbarl Yerrigan with the means to visit vulnerable
Aboriginal people within the City to provide health care in their homes, as well as to provide health services
to Aboriginal people experiencing homelessness within the City. Derbarl Yerrigan have the capacity to work
with local Aboriginal residents to deliver emergency relief and isolation support. Derbarl Yerrigan will partner
with People Who Care and Foodbank for the provision of food vouchers and hampers when directly working
with local Aboriginal families.
The provision of this grant funding reinforces the City’s commitment to working with local Aboriginal
organisations and developing relationships with our local Aboriginal community.
The proposal outlines how Derbarl Yerrigan will utilise this funding to enable staff to conduct home visits and
provide culturally appropriate health and emergency relief services to local residents through purchase of
equipment, funding for staffing home visits, flu vaccinations and funds for providing emergency relief to
residents (e.g. household essentials, medications etc).
Derbarl Yerrigan have developed a Pandemic Plan and a Pandemic Response Group. They are working
together to reduce the potential impact of this virus on Aboriginal families living on Nyoongar Boodjar, and to
ensure that they maintain access to health and support services. They are also developing a welfare
assistance scheme to assist patients and their families to access emergency relief services and supplies,
and whilst continuing to provide front-line, essential health services for our community.
One of the key objectives of the City’s Innovate Reconciliation Action Plan is to:
“Develop and maintain mutually beneficial relationships with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples,
communities and organisations to support positive outcomes.”
The evaluation of the proposal is at Confidential Attachment 2
CONSULTATION/ADVERTISING:
Administration would negotiate the delivery timeframes and reporting requirements with Derbarl Yerrigan and
these details would be included in the funding agreement.
LEGAL/POLICY:
The Chief Executive Officer (CEO) has declared a conflict of interest as he has a close family member
involved in submitting this tender. The CEO has been excluded from the evaluation and recommendation of
this proposal.
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The Executive Director, Community & Business Services has overseen this grant evaluation and
recommendation in lieu of the CEO.
The funds are proposed to be allocated in accordance with the trust terms established in the Leederville
Gardens Inc. constitution.
The City’s trustee role has been established through the Leederville Gardens Inc. constitution. It is unique
and somewhat outside the normal provisions of the Local Government Act 1995 and related legislation.
RISK MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS:
Low: It is low risk allocating funds to DYHS, as the City would enter into a funding agreement to ensure
appropriate acquittal and reporting.
STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS:
This is in keeping with the City’s Strategic Community Plan 2018-2028:
Connected Community
We recognise, engage and partner with the Whadjuk Noongar people and culture.
COVID-19 RELIEF AND RECOVERY STRATEGY ALIGNMENT:

SUSTAINABILITY IMPLICATIONS:
Not applicable
FINANCIAL/BUDGET IMPLICATIONS:
The amount to be allocated to Derbarl Yerrigan is $68,559

Item 7.3
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ANNOUNCEMENTS BY PRESIDING MEMBER (WITHOUT DISCUSSION)
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GENERAL BUSINESS
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CONFIDENTIAL ITEMS/MATTERS FOR WHICH THE MEETING MAY BE
CLOSED

10.1

ARTS RELIEF GRANTS TRANCHE 3

The Chief Executive Officer is of the opinion that this report is of a confidential nature as it contains
information concerning:
Local Government Act 1995 - Section 5.23(2):
(e(ii))

a matter that if disclosed, would reveal information that has a commercial value to a person, where
the information is held by, or is about, a person other than the local government

LEGAL:
2.14

Confidential business

(1)

All business conducted by the Council at meetings (or any part of it) which are closed to members
of the public is to be treated in accordance with the Local Government (Rules of Conduct)
Regulations 2007.

Confidential reports are provided separately to Council Members, the Chief Executive Officer and
Directors.
In accordance with the legislation, confidential reports are to be kept confidential until determined by the
Council to be released for public information.
At the conclusion of these matters, the Council may wish to make some details available to the public.
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NEXT MEETING

7 July 2020
COVID-19 Weekly Update
Community Benefit Incentives Policy
21 July 2020
COVID-19 Weekly Update

12

CLOSURE
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